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A revised, more focused edition of the essential golf etiquette handbook.Tiger Wood's popularity
has introduced golf to thousands. Very few, however know proper golf etiquette--which is
essential to enjoying the game. The revised edition of the classic book is vital for amateur and
experienced players in addressing golf's number one problem: slow play. The book Paul Harvey
lauded as "The first and last word on how properly to behave on and off the golf course"
covers:*Proper attire*Playing through*Playing with Strangers*And much moreAll the latest
advances are taken into account: satellite-based yardage systems, alternative spikes, and cell
phones. Its handy size and useful photos and daigram make Golf Etiquette the perfect guide for
on-the-fly tips and rules.



Praise for Golf Etiquette“You must learn the etiquette of golf…. My suggestion is to buy and
memorize a book called Golf Etiquette, which is written by my longtime friend and pupil Barbara
Puett with help from Jim Apfelbaum…. If you observe the rules of etiquette and play promptly,
you will always be a welcome golfing companion, regardless of your handicap.”—Harvey Penick
Golf Professional Emeritus Austin Country Club“Filled with tips applicable to everyone from the
beginner to the less-than-couth low handicapper…Besides making you better prepared, Golf
Etiquette will make you a more pleasant partner. Rating: ****”—Golf magazine“In the past I’ve
been known to play thirty-six and fifty-four holes a day, and know the meaning of pace of play.
This book teaches golfers how to do it: when to walk, when to talk, and how to keep up, how to
be a more enjoyable partner. Slow play wouldn’t be the problem it’s become if everyone read this
book.”—Darrell Royal“Golf Etiquette, the first and last word on how properly to behave on and off
the golf course.”—Paul Harvey“There are no excuses for bad behavior with this guide in hand.”—
Jane Hickie Managing Director Public Strategies, Inc.“I confess that when I started taking
lessons, I couldn’t figure out how you could write an entire book on etiquette. Now, I can’t figure
out how you fit it into just one volume.”—Jeff Brumfield Associate Dean of Information
Technology University of Texas at Austin“This nonjudgmental, user-friendly, little green book is
simply the first and last word on how to behave, how to dress, how to enter and leave a bunker,
how to rake the sand in a bunker, how to fix a ball mark, how to tend the flag and so on.”—San
Francisco Chronicle“Everything you need to know, in a concise and easy-to-read style.”—Brook
Brown Partner, McGinnis, Lochridge and KilgoreContentsFOREWORD by Ben
CrenshawINTRODUCTION by Tom KitePREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITIONONE: ON THE
DRIVING RANGE AND PRACTICE PUTTING GREENTWO: WHAT TO WEARTHREE:
PREPARING TO PLAYFOUR: ON THE TEEFIVE: ON THE FAIRWAYSIX: IN A WATER, SAND,
OR LATERAL HAZARDSEVEN: ON THE GREENEIGHT: KEEPING SCORENINE: GOLF
RULES YOU SHOULD KNOWTEN: PLAYING IN A TOURNAMENTELEVEN: BUSINESS
GOLFTWELVE: RESORT GOLFTHIRTEEN: EQUIPMENTFOURTEEN: TAKING LESSONSA
QUICK DEFINITION OF TERMSBETTER PLAYERS AND NEW GOLFERSGOLF
ETIQUETTE’S 10 LEAST WANTED LISTCOMMENCEMENT ADDRESSREADING LISTABOUT
THE AUTHORSINDEXForewordGolf etiquette is an imbedded tradition that is nearly as much a
part of the game as the play itself.Throughout golf’s history it has been customary to treat your
opponent or playing companions with due consideration. In other words, when someone says to
you, “It is your honor” to play, it represents more than mere procedure. In simple terms it means
that one is expected to be on his or her best behavior when on the golf course.Respect for the
rules, the golf course, and the player ensures a consistent future for a pastime that has endured
for more than five hundred years.It is helpful that books such as Golf Etiquette should be
introduced to golfers of all ages. It is up to all of us to keep these wonderful traditions alive to
provide new generations a chance to enjoy the game that so many of us have enjoyed all these



years.BEN CRENSHAWIntroductionMost of us who consider ourselves golfers have at one time
or another been confounded and confused by the Rules of Golf. Some even consider the Rule
Book to be too lengthy or not appropriate for today’s game or just too much of a bother. After all,
they say, the game is difficult enough without having to play by the strictest of rules.But one part
of the rules that should not be ignored by anyone who wishes to have someone else to play with
is the Rules of Etiquette. Obviously the USGA, the rule-making body, feels that proper golf
etiquette is important. That is why they chose to put some suggestions at the front of every Rule
Book.And as the game continues to grow in popularity, the Rules of Etiquette become even
more important. They are what separates golf from other sports and allows all players of different
handicap levels to have a good time, even on the days the putts don’t drop.This book is long
overdue. If this were a college course, it would be must reading. And whether or not you have the
inclination and courage to wade through the Rules of Golf, reading and abiding by Golf Etiquette
will help ensure that you and your playing partners will always enjoy golf.TOM KITEBoth Tom
and Ben, in addition to their exceptional competitive careers, have each been honored by the
USGA as recipients of the Bob Jones Award, given to those who show “respect for the game
and its rules, a generosity of spirit, a sense of fair play, self-control and perhaps even self-
sacrifice…summed up in the word ‘sportsmanship.’” Thank you again, gentlemen, for your
contributions.Preface to the Second Edition“Golf is, in part, a game; but only in part. It is also in
part a religion, a fever, a vice, a mirage, a frenzy, a fear, an abscess, a joy, a thrill, a pest, a
disease, an uplift, a brooding, a melancholy, a dream of yesterday, and a hope for tomorrow.”—
New York Tribune (1916)Slow play remains golf’s number-one problem. It’s rude and arrogant to
be a slow player, even if it’s unintentional. Many golfers fail to realize that their best opportunity to
hit their best shot comes in playing quickly.Golf etiquette refers to the game’s “unwritten rules” of
decorum. Pace of play is an important facet of that code. An old-fashioned word, etiquette may
be a Victorian hand-me-down, evocative, perhaps, of a prim and proper time that bears little
resemblance to today.Nothing could be further from the truth. Etiquette is about mindfulness,
consideration, and attitude. The game cannot survive without it. Proper etiquette demonstrates
awareness and respect for the environment, for the game and for others. All those who practice
it share a bond.One of Barbara’s students put it succinctly: “It’s not how good you are, but how
good you are to play with.” That sentiment is echoed by early British champion Abe Mitchell, who
wrote: “The sum total of the rules [of etiquette] is thoughtfulness.” Exactly.In a game of
uncertainty, etiquette offers an island of common sense and safety. It continues to evolve along
with the game, which explains this new and updated edition. Learning the game’s manners,
perplexing at first, may be golf’s easiest and most enduring lesson.Etiquette still matters. As golf
continues to welcome new devotees, etiquette takes on ever more significance. Thank you for
taking the time to preserve the venerable tradition that connects all golfers to the game’s past
and its future.“I can’t think of anything that would lend itself more to the enjoyment of the game
than knowing the Rules of Etiquette.”—Harvey Penick1On The Driving Range and Practice
Putting Green“Everyone has had the experience and knows how annoying it is hearing the swish



of a club behind him just as he is in the midst of his swing. He has to be very fond of the culprit to
restrain a desire to bash him on the head with the club, even when he knows that the guilt is only
of thoughtlessness.”—Bob Jones, Bobby Jones on GolfTo the uninitiated, golf can be as
unfamiliar as a foreign country. Etiquette serves as golf’s passport. Learn the game’s ethical
code and you’ll be accepted wherever golf is played. Etiquette answers a lot of questions. It’s the
key to understanding and appreciating golf’s rich traditions, culture, and customs. Safety
remains etiquette’s primary concern, never more important than on the driving range. Here, as
on the golf course, accepted protocol establishes a sense of order, comfort, and rhythm that
ideally carries over from practice to play.One thing that doesn’t change: people. You’ll notice that
those oblivious to the game’s manners are the same folks who park illegally, blab away on cell
phones, and cut you off in traffic. The driving range may offer a first brush with golf—and with
those blissfully unaware of convention and common sense. For those who have lives, jobs, and
families, stealing four hours of daylight to play golf can be a rarity, but there are ways to
creatively slip in a few minutes of practice at lunch, after work, or as a diversion on a business
trip. Practice provides an evening’s entertainment alone or shared with friends and family or even
newly made acquaintances. Ranges may also offer a place to eat, take a lesson, or shop for
clothing or equipment.How Others Do ItAnyone paying a green fee can walk onto a public golf
course in the United States and tee it up. That’s not the case across the globe. Many countries
have procedures that ease golfers into the game, etiquette included, and new golfers are
required to make the effort.In Sweden, for example, admittance to a golf course requires every
player to first demonstrate proficiency as well as a basic understanding of the rules and
etiquette. A sample quiz appears at the end of the chapter.Buddy, Can You Spare A 5-IronClubs
are not required to use the range. Manufacturer’s “demos” or loaner clubs will likely be available
for those without their own. Expect to leave a credit card or a driver’s license as a deposit.A
Large Bucket to GoThe good news with range balls is that you won’t have to pick them up or
return them. Just leave the bucket or bag when you’re done. At country clubs or high-end daily
fee courses, range balls are often included in the green fee. Help yourself to any freebies left
behind. They may look like real golf balls, but range balls fly shorter distances. It makes them
easier to collect and less attractive to thieves.Set up your practice pile so that with a simple flick
of the club a new ball can be scooted into place. Remedial as this may seem, doing it this way
allows efficiency in movement without having to step back to snag a new ball each time. This
provides a measure of safety when no divider separates golfers. The balls in front serve as a
barrier for the unthinking golfer backing into your space who risks being hit by a swinging
club.Resort ranges often attractively stack range balls in pyramids. (There’s a plastic form; no
one does this by hand.) Even when the balls are not so decoratively displayed, they should be
stored or positioned between you and the next person over.Everyone should be evenly spaced
along the same line.You May Fire When ReadyRanges commonly offer golf bag stands or
provide some definition for the individual hitting areas with stakes, boards, or mats. Even when
there’s just a rope on the ground, place the bag behind the hitting area. No one will care if you do



it some other way, but it will peg you as a newcomer. A bag directly behind a practicing golfer
tells passersby to walk around.Two ropes on the ground commonly mark the hitting zone. (If
there’s only one, always set up behind it.) Boundaries are routinely shifted up and back to spare
the grass. Doing so also alters the posted distance to the targets. Regardless of what others are
doing, position yourself inside the ropes or within the defined hitting area.There will always be
those who choose to hit off grass even when posted signs prohibit it, or prefer to play from
beyond the ropes. Watch out for golfers hitting at awkward angles. Remain within the guidelines,
making certain that others have not positioned themselves in a way that places you even
indirectly in their line of fire. For safety’s sake, everyone should be evenly spaced along the
same line. Country club pros don’t relish correcting their members, nor do driving ranges enjoy
admonishing their customers, so little is likely to be said when someone lines up improperly.
Resist the temptation to venture out into the live minefield, even a few steps, to retrieve a ball or
tee. Some ranges have mats or grass tees depending upon the weather conditions or the
demands of the season. Some offer a choice. Two things are certain: the grass is always greener
and fuller down at the far end of the range and, at some point, bag on your shoulder, balls
teetering in the basket, a few will topple out. The one place where divots can be blithely
overlooked? The driving range.Between the markers, behind the rope, balls easily within
reach.Caution: Golfers at WorkSome ranges set aside room for those taking lessons from the
facility’s staff. Posted signs will alert golfers to avoid these or any other restricted areas.Striking
When The Iron’s HotWhen the range is small or maintenance is in progress, signs will insist that
only irons be practiced. Perhaps long drives will endanger golfers or passing traffic, or they could
imperil or interfere with repairs. Whatever the reason, if that’s the policy, the directive must be
observed.If You’d Like to Make A CallAh, reality’s dulcet ringing reminder intruding on the casual
atmosphere of the practice range. Sure, we’re not on the golf course. True, there’s no
competition in progress. Undoubtedly it’s an important call: a sales lead, your playing partner is
caught in traffic, a child forgot her lunch money. Sorry. The driving range is no different than the
library, restaurant, movie theater, or golf course. Move away with the phone or at least stay away
from those trying to steal a few minutes’ diversion. Those disapproving looks are not because of
your swing. Put the thing, turn the ringer, keep your voice—down. It’s rude. It’s a distraction. You
might offer a quick apology to those studiously practicing.The social informality of the range
masks a genuine purpose. Improvement requires those old standbys: diligence and
concentration. Can we agree that learning is best accomplished with a minimum of noise and
distraction? You may do the taxes with the TV on. You may have been one of those prodigies
who could study with the stereo blaring. That was in the privacy of your own home. Out of
consideration for others, back away from the hitting stations or go to the end of the range. Hi!
Yeah, it’s me. I’m at the golf course. Blah, blah, blah, blah.There is a joke about the cellular
invasion in golf. A golfer hears ringing on his backswing and announces, “I can hit a cell phone
230 [yards].” Best not to tempt anyone. Everyone on the driving range has an agenda; some will
be quite serious, others are just loosening up. All deserve deference.
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nanjking, “Great Book on Golf and Etiquette. I was so pleasantly surprised by this wonderful
book on golf etiquette! I believe all golfers should own this book! It covers golf etiquette from
how to buy clubs, to booking a tee time, to fixing a divot and proper course etiquette in an easy
to read and fun and often funny way. I informally teach a group a golfers at my local course and
recommend this book to them now. There is a debate about etiquette and the rules of golf being
outdated and fuddy duddy; but I believe that they make golf the wonderful sport that it is today
compared to all other sports. You would not see a baseball player calling a tagged out on
himself, but golfers often call an infraction of the rules on themselves. I love the way this book is
written and updated to include cell phone etiquette (leave it on vibrate or at home please), well
organized, compact, and beautiful enough for gift giving.”

Jordan Cowe, “Good for somebody who wants to start golfing, but is nervous. I picked this up
because I started golfing during the pandemic and haven’t played much with other people. The
book doesn’t really cover anything I haven’t picked up on my own. If I had read it when I first
started though it might have helped make the first few rounds a bit less stressful. Some of the
advice is a little outdated and has obviously changed since the book was published but it’s a
short read and great for someone who wants to get into golf but is a little nervous about doing
so.”

Al, “great overview. Great overview of the story of golf and all their etiquette for a beginner.
Thank you for the time in honoring the tradition.”

On_A_Jet_Plane, “Keep it in your bag and read it ever couple of months. Half of golf is knowing
the rules like who hits first, not walking in front of a player putting line on a green, etc. i have
found if you learn the etiquette your 30 handicap doesn't bother any player who knows his/her
editquette. You can get lessons galore but you need to know the rules of the course that are so
much more than where to drop you ball, penalty strokes etc. Courtesy is underrated these days.
An enjoyable round of golf is the perfect example of why it makes life more pleasant.”

Steadman, “An Easy Read. I am reasonably new to golf and have been following social golf
etiquettes blindly. Reading this book has given me wonderful insight on golf cultures and how
they became the norm.This was a terrific book, and easy and enjoyable read.”

Bettybell, “Prompt delivery. No hassles.. The book was as advertised -- new and in perfect
condition.  It arrived when promised.  Anyone who plays golf should read this book.”

Marlin Lile, “For every Golfer.. This book should be read cover to cover by everyone that plays
golf or plans to play golf. Highly Recommended.”



Coconut Creek, “Five Stars. very useful info”

The book by Kathleen Dean Moore has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 55 people have provided
feedback.
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